Innovation Campus (iC) June 2007

Let’s briefly revisit the iC vision and dimensions:

- The iC is built around research and development, entrepreneurship and business growth. It is a community where creative companies and organisations can work, alongside leading UOW research groups, to generate new ideas, systems and products that will make a difference to society.
- The iC is located on a 33 hectare coastal site and offers a mix of research, innovation and office space; retail and services facilities; hotel / conference space; and residential accommodation.

Visitors to the site on Squires Way will see a remarkable change over the last few months. Next to the established Science Centre is an exciting construction zone. The iconic iC Central building has reached its third floor with spectacular views to the mountain and the sea. Designed as three sections linked by an atrium, iC Central’s conference, café, gym and retail space will create the campus hub and its offices are already booked by growing entrepreneurial companies.

Taking shape next to iC Central is The Institute of Future Materials building - home to two of the University’s leading research teams. They are tackling, with amazing nanotechnology, some of the big challenges in human health, renewable energy and sustainable industries. This building will be joined soon by the The Global Centre for Transnational Crime Prevention. Other buildings in commercial, R&D and training areas are under development or negotiation.

iC offers its participants the advantages of leading edge infrastructure and facilities, environmental sustainable design, tailored buildings and work spaces (from 250m2 to 10,000m2) in a stunning location one hour from the International Airport and five minutes from Wollongong CBD.

To discover more about the iC, please contact the iC Office, on (02) 4221 5115 and access the iC website - www.innovationcampus.com.au